6-in-1 Multi-Game Set
Natural wood hinged game board features a chess and checkers board on one side and backgammon and tic-tac-toe boards on the other. Includes chess, checkers, backgammon and tic-tac-toe pieces, dice, playing cards, and instructions. Leed's products are not designed for use by, or intended for children ages 12 and under.

Vendor # 6n1game
Item# 1000171000

Café Tote for Two
Gift set includes the Pinto bottle and two 12 oz Corzo cups, double-wall 18/18 stainless steel vacuum construction with copper insulation, which allows your beverage to stay cold for 24 hours and hot for at least 6 hours.

Vendor # Cafe1500
Item# 1000170999

Highway Companion
This 12-piece set includes 300-amp jumper cables, warning triangle, gas siphon, Mylar blanket for staying warm, two bungee cords, two glow sticks, a pair of gloves with rubber grips, flashlight (two AAA batteries included), 50 PSI tire gauge, and carrying case with organizational pockets for securing the contents.

Vendor # ROAD
Item# 1000172181

4-Piece BBQ Golf Set
These weekend favorites are combined in this four-piece stainless steel BBQ set with soft insulated handles that look just like golf grips. The tongs, spatula, brush and fork are perfect for the guy who loves hitting the golf course on the weekend and the grill at night.

Vendor # BBQGolf
Item# 1000170994

Contact Information:
For additional information, please contact your agency’s Service Awards Coordinator.
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**Compu-Messenger Bag**
Open main compartment with built-in padded laptop sleeve and internal zippered pocket for your iPad or other tablet. Holds most 15" laptops. Flap with Velcro and Ultrasuede closures. Fold over side pockets with Velcro closures. Removable, adjustable strap and carry handle. Unique Field & Co.® vintage branding elements.

Vendor # Messengerbag  
Item# 1000170990

**Tabletop Cooler**
Unique design of this large cooler with easy-access lid and table top function makes it perfect for outdoor events and road trips. Zippered main compartment holds up to 50 cans. Open front pocket. Side mesh pocket. Top easy-access pocket with Velcro closure. Backsaver® technology combats the strain of carrying a loaded cooler. Ultra Safe™ leak-proof PEVA lining.

Vendor # 50cancool  
Item# 1000170991

**Tervis Tumbler Set with Lids**
Twin 16oz set. Keep your drink as warm as cold for as long as it takes to enjoy. Is dishwasher safe.

Vendor # Ter16-2  
Item# 1000170992

**Canvas Backpack**
This large backpack is 18"H x 6.5W x 10.5D. Store your devices within a large main compartment that can hold up to a 15" computer or laptop. Its unique design boasts an abundance of pockets, capable of holding a variety of different things. A go-to backpack for commuters, adventurers and thrill-seekers alike!

Vendor # Slingduffle  
Item# 1000170993

**Crystal Cube**
2.5 x 2.5 cube paperweight. Beveled on every edge of each side, this clear crystal cube sparkles in the light. Flat on one corner to make it free standing, the cube has the Three Stars logo and 15 years of Service engraved.

Vendor # Cube2  
Item# 1000179744

**Picnic Cooler Basket**
Main compartment features unique picnic basket design with dual snap closures. Holds up to 24 cans. External accessories pockets. 6" handle drop height. Insulated PEVA lining.

Vendor # Picnic.cooler  
Item# 1000170995

**Entertainer Wine & Cheese Board**
All you need for serving and indulging in the finest wines and most flavorful hors d’oeuvres. 7-Piece set includes deluxe solid wood cutting board, ceramic tapas dish, waiter corkscrew, bottle stopper, drip ring and two ceramic handle cheese knives. Cutting board features recessed areas to keep tapas dish and corkscrew in place and an attached accessory block with magnets for storing remaining pieces. Flat cheese knife is used for cutting crumbly cheese or shaving chipping and cubing firm cheese. Versatile narrow plane knife is best for semi-soft to soft cheeses. Ceramic tapas dish is ideal for serving olives or dipping sauces.

Vendor # wine&chesseboard  
Item# 1000170996

**Buck Knife**
Made in the USA, the 285 is a durable and stylish knife. 420HC steel blade provides the necessary durability and the textured surface offers reliable grip. It measures 4 3/8" closed, weighs 2.4 oz. and has a stainless steel clip. Lifetime warranty.

Vendor # Batnam285  
Item# 1000170997

Please inform your Service Award contact of your choice.